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Abstract  
The main goal of the pharmacoeconomics is to addresses whether an additional gain from a medical intervention is 
worth paying extra cost based on three aspects of health outcomes: Economic, Clinical and Humanistic outcome known 
as ECHO Model. Bys perceptive the principles, methods, and application of pharmacoeconomics, pharmacists will be 
prepared to make better, more-informed decisions regarding the use of pharmaceutical products and services, that is, 
decisions that ultimately represent the best interests of the patient, the health care system, and society. 
Pharmacoeconomics can be applied to any therapeutic area like hospital pharmacy, using a variety of application 
strategies. As the healthcare sector is progressing day by day the need to develop Pharmacoeconomics area is must. 
Healthcare sector is not just a small area but it became an industry now. It has more dimensions to explore. So, main 
goal of this article was to explain it with in a cumulative way by mentioning two examples- where the first one is direct 
cost that outlays money and then is indirect cost for the productivity effect. Patients also get benefit out of 
Pharmacoeconomics findings. Pharmacoeconomics research should be strongly supported in a country like India where 
majority of health care spending is done by the patient’s themselves. 
Keywords: Pharmacoeconomics, ECHO Model, Pharmacist, Pharmacoeconomic evaluation, Healthcare Sector, 
Pharmaceutical Policy, Drug Commercialization, Cost Utility Analysis, Cost Benefit Analysis, Cost of illness Analysis, Cost 
Minimization Analysis. 
 

Introduction 

Pharmacoeconomics adopts and applies the principles 
and methodology of health economics to the field of 
pharmaceutical policy [1]. Initially, defined as “analysis 
of the costs of drug therapy to healthcare systems and 
society”,[2, 3] the actual term “pharmacoeconomics” 
first appeared in the literature in 1986 when 
Townsend's work was published to highlight the need to 
develop research activities in this new discipline. In 
1992, a journal named “Pharmacoeconomics” was 
launched [2]. It is the discipline concerned with optimal 
allocation of resources to maximize population health 
from the use of medicines [4]. It is currently being used 
to make formulary decisions (complementing clinical 
data), design disease management programs and 
measuring the cost effectiveness of interventions and 
programs in managed care [1, 5]. Pharmacoeconomic 
analyses are increasingly used to help decision-makers 
assess the value of health interventions [6]. 
Pharmacoeconomics study is primarily for the purpose 
of drug listing, competitiveness, pricing, and 
reimbursement [7]. It is a field or a discipline that is used 
by health care payers to really compare the cost versus 

the benefit of alternative drugs. It involves balancing the 
costs and consequences of pharmaceutical therapies 
and services. It helps in forming an economic 
relationship which combines the drug research, its 
production and distribution, storage, pricing, and further 
use by the people [8]. In an environment where the cost 
of healthcare is sky rocketing, insurers are looking for 
evidence that can support decisions that determine 
purchasing, contracting, and inclusion of new 
medications in the formularies. The producers of 
medications therefore, have to assess the value of the 
drugs, both in terms of economic worth and clinical 
efficacy [2, 9]. “Doctors prescribe, patients consume 
and, increasingly throughout the world, third purchasing 
parties (government insurance companies) pay the bill 
with money that they have obtained from increasingly 
reluctant healthy members of the public”[2,10]. 
Pharmacoeconomic evaluation therefore makes use of 
the broad range of techniques used in health economics 
evaluation to the specific context of medicines 
management [1, 11]. It can help decision-makers judge 
whether the therapeutic benefits produced by a new 
drug are worth the extra costs [12]. 
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Data generated from pharmacoeconomics studies have 
potential to impact many domains like health insurance, 
reimbursement under Central and State Government 
schemes, health policy, import and export of 
pharmaceutical products, technologies, subsidies on 
health products and planning of future health care 
benefit programmes [13,14]. In 1993, Australia became 
the first nation to use pharmacoeconomic analysis as 
part of the process for deciding whether new drugs 
should be subsidized by the Federal Government [13, 
15]. In high-income countries pharmacoeconomic 
analysis is widely used to guide priority-setting decisions 
for pharmaceuticals [12, 16]. National Institute of 
Clinical Excellence (NICE) in the UK and the Canadian 
Agency for Drugs and Technology in Health (CADTH) are 
examples of institutions which have been established for 
pharmacoeconomic evaluation of new pharmaceutical 
products and technologies [12, 17, 18]. 

Pharmacoeconomics analysis takes into consideration 
the stakeholders of the pharmaceutical ecosystem. 
These are mainly clinical professionals, hospital staff, the 
payer, the formulary committee, academicians, vendor 
or clinical research organization (CRO), the patient, the 
regulator, and the general public. Pharmacoeconomics 
analysis considers the geographic location due to 
pricing, for example, hospital charges and insurance 
services [7]. It is a part of health economics and more 
broadly a part of health technology assessment. It 
estimates incremental value of pharmaceutical 
interventions. The term “value” in general refers to the 
outputs achieved relative to the costs incurred when 
new is compared with old intervention(s). In 
healthcare, value can be defined as the patient health 
outcomes achieved per money spent [19]. 

Pharmacoeconomics is a branch of health economics 
related to the most economical and efficient use of 
pharmaceuticals. Pharmacoeconomics research 
identifies measures and compares the costs and 
outcomes of pharmaceutical products and services. 
Pharmacoeconomics can play a significant role in the 
efficient allocation of resources in healthcare systems 
with constrained budgets. The purpose of this article is 
to provide an introduction of pharmacoeconomics, its 
various methods of evaluations such as cost of illness 
analysis, cost minimization analysis, cost benefit 
analysis, cost utility analysis, cost effectiveness analysis 
and also discuss challenges, and importance of 
pharmacoeconomics. And also discuss the ECHO Model 
with significant examples. 

HISTORY  

Pharmacoeconomy is a young interdisciplinary science 
at the intersection of pharmacy, medicine and 
economics, focusing on the social aspects and 

implications of different types of pharmacotherapy [20]. 
Pharmacoeconomics is a sub-discipline of the field of 
health economics, which itself is a relatively new sub-
discipline of economics, only formerly appearing in the 
economics scientific literature since the 1960s [21]. The 
term Pharmacoeconomics was first time used in public 
forum was in 1986, at meeting of pharmacist in Toronto, 
Canada, when Ray Townsend from the Upjohn 
company, used the term in presentation [22]. Since the 
early eighties pharmacoeconomics research is a 
flourishing industry with many practioners, a large 
research and application agenda, several journals and 
flourishing professional societies including the 
international society for pharmacoeconomics and 
outcomes research [23, 24].  

Pharmacoeconomics developed its roots in 1970s. The 
first book on health economics was published in 1973 
and in 1978; McGhan, Rowland, and Bootman from the 
University of Minnesota introduced the concept of cost-
benefit and cost effectiveness analysis. Utilizing 
sophisticated pharmacokinetic protocols, Bootman 
published an early pharmacy research article in 1979 in 
which cost-benefit analysis was employed to appraise 
the outcomes of individualizing aminoglycoside dosages 
to severely burned patients with gram-negative 
septicaemia. In 1983, Ohio State University College of 
Pharmacy initiated a specialized pharmacy academic 
program with the objective of providing an overview of 
the application of cost benefit and cost effective analysis 
in healthcare, with emphasis on their application to the 
delivery of pharmaceutical care [23]. 

It is believed that pharmacoeconomics will obtain the 
same level of recognition when its application in clinical 
setting is more complete. In other words, when 
pharmacy practitioners begin to apply the results of 
pharmacoeconomic research to therapeutic decision 
making, thus positively influencing patient outcomes, 
the disciple will become an increasingly critical 
component of the pharmacy curriculum [25]. 

IMPORTANCE  

Efficacy and safety are crucial considerations in judging 
drugs, for example, whether or not to include them in a 
local formulary. More and more, pharmacoeconomic 
aspects are becoming of additional importance [26]. 
Pharmacoeconomics should be viewed as a tool that 
compliments other strategies in making choices and/or 
ensuring efficient use of resources [27]. The demand for 
and the cost of health care are increasing in all countries 
as the improvement in and sophistication of health 
technologies. Cost of medicines are growing constantly 
as new medicines are marketed and are under patent 
law, preference of drug therapy over invasive therapy, 
discovering various off label uses of existing drugs and 
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the irrational drug prescription. All over the world 
patients are affected by high price of medicines. In a 
developing country like India 85% of total health 
expenditure is financed by house-hold out-of–pocket 
expenditure. Many poor people frequently face a choice 
between buying medicines or buying food or other 
necessities due to limited resources and high pricing of 
drug. So medicine prices do matter [28]. 
Pharmacoeconomics is used at all stages in the 
development of medicines by the pharmaceutical 
industry, when medicines are researched, produced and 
marketed. Some countries insist on pharmacoeconomic 
evaluations as part of the licensing process [29].  

Importance of Pharmacoeconomics has become more 
important over the past 20 years, due to an increased 
emphasis on efficient drug therapies for disease, which 
increase health costs, as follows- 

 1. Rising health expenditures have led to the necessity 
to find the optimal therapy at the lowest price. 
Pharmacoeconomics is an innovative method that aims 
to decrease health expenditures, whilst optimising 
healthcare results  

2. Pharmaceutical expenditures, which constitute a large 
part of healthcare expenditures, have been increasing 
much faster than total healthcare expenditures. 

 3. Numerous drug alternatives and empowered 
consumers also fuel the need for economic evaluations 
of pharmaceutical products. 

 4. The increasing cost of healthcare products and 
services has become a great concern for patients, 
healthcare professionals, insurers, politicians and the 
public.  

5. This increasing concern has prompted demand for the 
use of economic evaluations of alternative healthcare 
outcomes. This escalation in healthcare spending is due 
to increased life expectancy, increased technology, 
increased expectations, increased standards of living 
and an increased demand in healthcare quality and 
services.   

6. Healthcare resources are not easily accessible and 
affordable to many patients; therefore 
Pharmacoeconomic evaluations play an important role 
in the allocation of these resources.  

 7. The basic task of economic evaluation is to identify, 
measure, value, and compare the costs and 
consequences of the alternatives being considered [30]. 

8. Without systematic analysis, it is difficult to clearly 
identify clearly the relevant alternatives [31]. 

9. The perspective (or viewpoint) assumed in an analysis 
is important. A programme that looks unattractive from 

one perspective may look significantly better when 
other perspective is considered [31]. 

10. Pharmaco-economics is an essential tool in the 
pharmaceuticals procurement realm. It monetizes 
clinical outcomes and provides the most objective and 
accurate guidance for drug purchases [32]. 

ECHO MODEL 

The main goal of the pharmacoeconomics is to 
addresses whether an additional gain from a medical 
intervention is worth paying extra cost based on three 
aspects of health outcomes: Economic, Clinical and 
Humanistic outcome known as ECHO Model [19]. The 
economic, clinical and humanistic outcomes (ECHO) 
model for a pharmacoeconomics evaluation views the 
drug as some combination of its clinical, economic and 
humanistic attributes. Safety and effectiveness are no 
longer the only salient attributes of a drug; the effect on 
total health resource utilization, cost and quality of life 
must be evaluated [33]. It depicts the value of a 
pharmaceutical product or service as a combination of 
traditional clinical-based outcomes with more 
contemporary measures of economic efficiency and 
quality. This integrated approach provides a theoretical 
basis for considering potential trade-offs among 
economic, clinical, and humanistic variables in 
optimizing the allocation of health care resources [34]. 

 

Figure 1: ECHO MODEL [35] 

Every clinical trial starts with the disease state and it 
combines a group of patients with a drug and in which 
the clinical effect observed is safety first, were there any 
adverse effect or is it causing any harm to the patients? 
And if not then the next thing to look at is efficacy, does 
the drug actually work? Is it producing a reduced 
symptoms or improved mortality, this is where the 
clinical trial ends and next comes the 
pharmacoeconomics phase; the Humanistic Outcomes 
includes Health Related Quality Of Life (HRQOL), does it 
improve patient’s quality of life because of the improved 
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safety and efficacy?  And then because of this improved 
safety and efficacy what happened to the economic 
outcomes, which is divided into Direct Cost and Indirect 
Cost. The clinical effect safety and efficacy is driving the 
Humanistic and Economic Outcomes. 

 

Figure 2: Value of Pharmaceuticals Framework [35] 

So here is a chart that gives some examples of exactly 
what is direct cost, indirect cost and different other 
variables. 

So the economic sign is also called as resource utilization 
because these are resources that are utilized, so direct 
costs are things for which you actually outlay money like 
drugs, this is directly related to either treatment or to 
the disease itself, so the drug is directly related to the 
physician visits, hospitalization, nursing time, 
transportation. Indirect cost in pharmacoeconomics is 
related to the disease or its productivity like lost days of 
work, reduced productivity, patient provider system, the 
clinical outcomes consists of safety which include 
Headache, Nausea or it could be also big things like 
stroke, and efficacy which include cured patients 
number of saved lives. On the Humanistic side the most 
common humanistic outcome that is measured is quality 
of life; its health related quality of life. Patient 
satisfaction could be with the treatment itself or it could 
be with the provider or with the system. 

So here are two examples the first one is direct cost 
that outlays money and then is indirect cost for the 
productivity effect: 

1. Direct cost and Schizophrenia 
Before VS after Risperidone Therapy Initiation  
Schizophrenia is a disorder of the brain which affects 
how a person thinks, feels, and perceives reality[36,37] 
and significantly decreases the quality of life of 
patients[36,38]. 
Schizophrenia represents one of the leading public 
health issues in psychiatry [39]. Individuals with 
schizophrenia use a substantial amount of healthcare 

services. This condition imposes a significant economic 
burden on both the patients and their families and on 
the society as a whole [36, 40].  

 
Figure 3: Example of Direct Cost- Before vs. after 
risperidone therapy initiation in Schizophrenia patients. 
[41] 
This is a study in Schizophrenia patient and what they 
feel before and after risperidone therapy initiation. This 
is a small trail with 36 patients in which they will receive 
risperidone therapy for more than 7 months. This 
produces improved safety and efficacy effects and also 
improves the symptomotology. Moreover this drug is 
more convenient economically as well as some other 
ways specifically hospitalization and there were changes 
in the days of hospitalization from before and after, the 
number of days per year showed reduction upto 25%. 
Before the risperidone therapy that group of patient had 
an average of 5.7 days in hospital versus 4.7 days after 
they had done the risperidone kit therapy. So if one is 
spending money on risperidone therapy they are saving 
hospital costs. 
Further it is observed that the cost of the drug actually 
went up and the risperidone costs $1889, but the use of 
other psychotropic drugs was eliminated, so these costs 
went down by $587, so the drug cost ended up 
increasing by $1322. The decrease in average cost for 
the hospital was $762. And there are also some other 
savings, residential day care, outpatient kind of care, 
case management there was a reduction in those 
services as well. In total the reduction in cost was $308 
per patient. Though risperidone cost is more but it’s 
saving money elsewhere in the health care system.  
 

2. Indirect cost and migraine 
 

Migraine is a common and highly disabling neurological 
disorder associated with a high socioeconomic burden. 
Effective migraine management depends on adequate 
patient education: to avoid unrealistic expectations, the 
condition must be carefully explained to the patient 
soon as it is diagnosed [42]. It is a frequent disease with 
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a point prevalence of 20% in women and 8% in men. 
Therefore, guidelines for the treatment of migraine 
attacks and the prevention by drug treatment or 
behavioral therapy have great practical importance [43]. 
Naratriptan is a promising new oral therapy for acute 
migraine; it may successfully treat patients who poorly 
tolerate other triptan therapies or have longer duration 
migraine headaches [44]. 
 

It treats migraine headaches when it occurs, it is not a 
prophylactic. 

 
 

Figure 4: Comparison of Effect on productivity when 
Migraine is treated using Naratriptan and when treated 
customarily. [45] 
 

This study looked at the cost and it used a clinical trial 
and put it into a cost model. And it was done for a 1 year 
period in Canada. And the findings were, there are two 
columns here; customary treatment and Naratriptan 
treatment, so the mean number of attacks per patient 
for both is same there is no difference because 
Naratriptan does not prevent headaches it just makes it 
shorter. So the duration of headaches were reduced by 
220.4 hours. The economic or the indirect cost analysis 
is the work time lost in which the customary group lost 
51 hours and the Naratriptan group lost 32 hours and 
then the unpaid work time which also saw reduction in 
the hours when the customary and Naratriptan group is 
compared. And finally the leisure time lost (when at 
home and not working) saw a reduction in time by 16.6 
hours and then the total work time lost was 117.50 
mean versus 75 mean for the Naratriptan.  
 

So Naratriptan decreases the amount of time the people 
have migraine headache, and also improves 
productivity. 

PHARMACOECONOMICS: EVALUATION METHODS 

The basic task of economic evaluation is to identify, 
measure, value and compare the cost and the 
consequences of the alternatives being considered 
[46]. The various methods of pharmacoeconomic 

evaluation are cost-of-illness analysis, cost-
minimization analysis (CMA), cost-effectiveness 
analysis (CEA), cost-benefit analysis (CBA) and cost-
utility analysis (CUA) [47].  All these approaches 
consider the cost of the medical intervention itself 
together with the accompanying costs, but they differ in 
how they measure the outcome or utility of an 
intervention [48]. These methods vary primarily in the 
way effectiveness is valued. For example, for cost-
minimization analysis, it is assumed there is no 
difference in drug effectiveness or side effects. In cost-
effectiveness analysis, effectiveness is measured in 
natural, clinically derived units such as heart attacks 
avoided or life years saved. In cost-benefit analysis, a 
monetary value is assigned to effectiveness. And in cost-
utility analysis – the recommended approach from an 
academic perspective – effectiveness is measured 
in quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs), which account for 
improvements in both life expectancy and quality of life 
[49]. 

The Cost minimization analysis (CMA) assumes that the 
effects of the two interventions being compared are 
equal and therefore compares costs. Cost effectiveness 
analysis (CEA) is used when the effects of the two 
interventions being compared are different (i.e., one 
intervention is superior to the other). Cost-utility 
analysis (CUA) is a special type of cost effectiveness 
analysis, in which the outcome is expressed as a utility 
measure (e.g., quality-adjusted life year [QALY]). Cost-
benefit analysis (CBA) is derived from transport 
economics; both costs and benefits are expressed in 
monetary terms. For assessing pharmaceuticals, the first 
three types of evaluation are commonly used. Cost 
benefit analysis is far more challenging to carry out and 
interpret for health interventions, so papers describing 
cost-benefit analyses of pharmaceuticals should be 
interpreted with care [50]. For physicians, these 
economic analyses can help inform cost-effective care, 
such as in determining treatment strategies in RA 
and osteoarthritis, and assessing the risk of fragility 
fractures in osteoporosis [51]. 
 

The choice of the evaluation method depends on the 
nature of outcomes and the context in which the 
choices need to be made [52]. As disease state 
management continues to emerge as a cost- 
management, quality assurance strategy, formularies 
perse will wane in importance and pharmacoeconomics 
and outcomes data will increase in relevance as health 
professionals endeavor to find the most efficient and 
effective combinations of medical care [53]. 
Pharmacoeconomic evidences can be utilized to support 
decisions on licensing, pricing, reimbursement, and 
maintenance of formulary procedure of pharmaceuticals 
[54]. 
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Cost-Of-Illness Analysis (COI) 

A cost of illness (COI) evaluation identifies and estimates 
the overall cost of particular disease for a defined 
population [55-59]. It involves identifying all the direct 
and indirect costs of a particular disease or illness within 
a healthcare system. It yields a total cost of a disease 
that can be compared to the cost of implementing a 
preventive or treatment strategy [46]. It is often 
referred to as burden of illness and involves measuring 
the direct and indirect costs attributable to a specific 
disease. The costs of various diseases, including 
diabetes, mental disorders, and cancer, in the United 
States have been estimated. By successfully identifying 
the direct and indirect costs of an illness, one can 
determine the relative value of a treatment or 
prevention strategy. For example, by determining the 
cost of a particular disease to society, the cost of a 
prevention strategy could be subtracted from this to 
yield the benefit of implementing this strategy 
nationwide. COI evaluation is not used to compare 
competing treatment alternatives but to provide an 
estimation of the financial burden of a disease. Thus, the 
value of prevention and treatment strategies can be 
measured against this illness cost [60]. 

Cost Minimization Analysis (CMA) 

Cost minimization analysis compares the cost of two 
similar interventions to ascertain which less expensive 
[61] is. It also reflects the cost of preparing and 
administering a dose. This method of cost evaluation is 
the one used most often in evaluating the cost of a 
specific drug. This method can only be used to compare 
two products that have been shown to be equivalent in 
dose and therapeutic effect [62]. One of the classical 
examples of this is a decision to prescribe a generic drug 
instead of brand name drug, which will achieve the 
same effect at lower cost [63, 64]. For a generic 
medication to be approved for market, the 
manufacturer must demonstrate to the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) that its product is bioequivalent to 
the initially branded medication. Therefore, when 
comparing medications that are the same chemical 
entity, the same dose, and have the same 
pharmaceutical properties as each other (brand versus 
generic or generic made by one company compared 
with a generic made by another company), only the cost 
of the medication itself needs to be compared because 
outcomes should be the same [65]. Another example of 
a CMA analysis includes measuring the costs of receiving 
the same medication in different settings. For example, 
researchers could measure the costs of receiving 
intravenous antibiotics in a hospital and compare this 
with receiving the same antibiotics (at the same doses) 
at home via a home health care service [65]. Therefore, 
this method is most useful for comparing generic and 

therapeutic equivalents drugs. In many cases, there is no 
reliable equivalence between two products and 
if therapeutic equivalence cannot be demonstrated, 
then cost-minimization analysis is inappropriate [62]. 

To perform a CMA, the following costs should be 
identified, measured, and then valued— 

• Acquisition cost of the medicine 

• Pharmacy, nursing, and physician costs (if they 
contribute significantly to the cost of using the 
medicine)  

• Cost of equipment and supplies (e.g., syringes, 
needles, IV sets, sterile water for dilution)  

• Cost of laboratory services (if a significant cost is 
involved)  

• Indirect costs (such as time off work), but only if they 
can be measured and valued reliably [50]. 

By performing CMA it is evident that same drug 
molecule varying in costs has same drug strength 
content. Therefore it is assumed that these medications 
produce similar clinical outcomes. Considering the cost 
of medication as a factor for medication non-adherence, 
prescribing cheaper drugs to patients would increase 
adherence among patients resulting in better 
therapeutic outcomes. While prescribing the drugs to 
patients, physicians should also keep this information in 
mind to reduce health-economic burden on society [63]. 

Cost Effective Analysis (CEA) 

In applied health economics, a cost effectiveness 
analysis (CEA) is used to simultaneously compare the 
costs and outcomes of different interventions. In a CEA, 
a single clinical outcome is used to measure 
effectiveness, such as cure or remission, or avoidance of 
an event, for example, hospitalization [66]. It measures 
the resources expended for a given endpoint. The 
endpoint may be years of life gained, years of good 
vision gained, disability-free years, level of vision gained 
(such as 20/25), or any other endpoint [61]. 

The questions such analyses aim to answer are: how 
much does the new intervention cost compared with 
current practice and is it more effective; and if so, how 
much more? Cost-effectiveness analyses aim to provide 
the same information commonly used for making 
decisions about purchasing decisions in everyday life. If 
a new strategy or potential purchase is more effective 
and less costly than the currently available option, it is 
almost certainly worth doing, and in general such a 
strategy is called “dominant.” Likewise, if the new 
strategy is less effective and more costly, no one is likely 
to use it. However, the more usual outcome of a cost-
effectiveness analysis of a health technology is that the 
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new technology may be more effective, but also more 
costly [67]. Good justification of a program/intervention 
in terms of costs and its effectiveness must be 
ascertained prior to implementation, therefore health 
economic evaluation studies using CEA may facilitate in 
the decision-making process for efficient resource 
allocation [68]. 

CEA involves a broader look at drug costs. Cost is 
measured in monetary terms and effectiveness is 
measured independently and may be measured in terms 
of a clinical outcome for, e.g., number of lives saved or 
complications prevented or diseases cured. CEA thus 
measures the incremental cost of achieving an 
incremental health benefit expressed as a particular 
health outcome that varies according to the indication 
for the drug. CEA provides a framework to compare two 
or more decision options by examining the ratio of the 
differences in costs and the differences in health 
effectiveness between options [62].  

 It measures effectiveness in natural units like decrease 
in uric acid level, decrease in blood glucose and the 
costs in money. The therapies with qualitatively similar 
outcomes are compared.  

The average cost-effectiveness ratio (ACER) or an 
incremental cost effectiveness ratio (ICER) is used to 
compare the treatment alternatives [69] and which 
may be calculated by the following equations- 

ACER= Net Cost / Net Health Benefit  

ICER = (Cost of drug A - Cost of drug B) / (Benefits of 
drug A – Benefits of drug B) = Difference in costs (A-B) / 
Difference in benefits (A-B) 

Cost-effectiveness is, by nature, incremental. Thus, it is 
necessary to look at the added costs compared with a 
control group. Selection of the appropriate control 
group is a challenge itself. At times, the appropriate 
control is placebo, and at other times, it is active 
therapy; the appropriate control is dependent on the 
clinical question being asked [70]. Cost-effectiveness 
analysis is not uniformly applied in the healthcare 
system. Decision makers often adopt new treatments 
without knowing if they are cost-effective. Even when 
cost-effectiveness has been studied, decision makers 
may not be able to interpret the data, or they may not 
agree with the results. Despite this limitation, cost-
effectiveness is increasingly used to inform healthcare 
decision makers [71]. 

Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) 

Cost benefit analysis is the most comprehensive and the 
most difficult of all economic evaluation techniques 
[72]. The term CBA is often informally used to refer to 
any analysis used in decision-making that compares the 

expected costs and benefits (both in monetary terms) of 
an investment. In principle, to be regarded as complete, 
a CBA should capture all benefits due to an intervention, 
valuing them either at their market value or at the level 
of consumption that individuals are willing to forego to 
obtain those [73]. CBA is best used in conjunction with 
traditional evaluation approaches rather than as a 
replacement approach. The use of CBA can help an 
evaluator to be more confident in stating the evaluation 
findings, particularly in social policy settings where the 
use and importance of CBA is growing [74]. It clearly 
embraces an enormous field. It offers clear guidelines 
for the evaluation of government decisions in such 
varied fields as tax, trade, or incomes policies; the 
provision of public goods; the distribution of rationed 
commodities; or the licensing of private investment [75]. 
It offers the opportunity to capture many benefits of 
public health interventions such as vaccination that may 
not naturally fit into a CEA framework. Other 
approaches, such as cost-consequences analysis and 
multiple criteria decision analysis, also admit a wider 
range of outcomes, but do not offer a straightforward 
way to synthesize multiple outcomes into a single 
measure [73]. 

These costs and benefits are expressed as a ratio 
(benefit to cost ratio), a net benefit or net cost. A clinical 
decision maker would choose the program or treatment 
alternative with the highest net benefit or the greatest 
benefit to cost (B/C) ratio [55, 76].  

Guidelines for the interpretation of this ratio are 
indicated as [55, 77-79]: 

If B/C ratio>1, the program or treatment is of value. The 
benefits realized by the program or treatment 
alternative outweigh the cost providing it. 

If B/C ratio = 1, the benefits equal the cost. The benefits 
realized by the program or treatment alternative are 
equivalent to the cost of providing it. 

If B/C ratio <1, the program or treatment is not 
economically beneficial. The cost of providing the 
program or treatment alternative outweigh the benefits 
realized by it. 

The most difficult and challenging part of CBA lies in 
calculating the benefits in economic terms. Some 
benefits are easy to convert, others need subjective 
judgment. CBA may ignore intangible benefits (pain, 
anxiety, and stress) that are difficult to express in 
monetary terms. It may also discriminate against the 
unproductive population or the dependent population, 
e.g. the elderly [72]. 
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Cost Utility Analysis (CUA) 

Cost–utility analysis is the most sophisticated form of 
pharmacoeconomic analysis that takes into account the 
improvement in quality of life and/or length of life 
conferred by an intervention for the resources 
expended [80]. It to CEA in that there is a defined 
outcome and the cost to reach that outcome is 
measured in monetary terms. However in this case the 
outcome does not have to be measured on a common 
natural scale. Outcome in CUA in terms of changes in 
patient wellbeing (utility) and since such an outcome 
measure is not disease specific, CUA can in theory 
compare the ‘value’ of health interventions over more 
than one area of medicine (e.g. coronary artery bypass 
grafting versus the use of erythropoietin in  treating 
anemia in chronic renal failure) [81]. 

CUAs show the relationship between the resources used 
(costs) and the health benefits achieved (measured as 
quality-adjusted life-years [QALYs]) for an intervention 
compared with an alternative strategy. Because CUAs 
allow for comparisons across a broad spectrum of 
interventions, conditions, and populations, such tools 
are useful to aid health care decision making [82]. As 
pressures to contain costs of medical care have 
escalated, cost-utility analysis (CUA) has received both 
critical acclaim and scrutiny as a methodology to inform 
decision makers regarding the economic value of health 
care interventions [83-89]. It is a popular choice of economic 
evaluation to inform health care decisions. CUA is used when the 
effectiveness of competing treatment alter-natives involves both 
quality and length of life aspects [90, 91]. 

Despite the theoretical advantages of CUA, certain 
methodological problems persist that require caution in 
its application. While QALYs are the best known 
summarization measure of utility, objections to their use 
have been raised. For example, it is often difficult to 
compare QALYs across people, because individuals’ 
preferences over health states may differ according to 
whether or not they are in that state. Methods for 
eliciting preferences continue to undergo refinement for 
general applicability. In addition, and very importantly, 
some of the best known quality of life indices- whether 
generic or disease specific - which have been developed 
but cannot readily be transformed into QALYs. [92]. 

CHALLENGES  

Pharmacoeconomics is the part of health economics 
that focuses on the economic evaluation of 
pharmaceuticals. Health outcomes research, and 
patient-reported outcomes (PRO) in particular, aim at 
understanding patient value in terms of impact of 
disease and its treatment on physical functioning and 
psychosocial wellbeing, known also as “health-related 
quality of life” (HRQL). PRO's are usually measured by 

self-reported questionnaires, thereby reflecting the 
patient's own viewpoint on the value of a new medicinal 
product. In many clinical development studies, HRQL is 
nowadays routinely measured to help establish the 
product's value for purposes of pricing and 
reimbursement. Despite this growing interest, both 
disciplines face numerous challenges going forward. 
Today, economic evaluation of new medicines is 
mandatory in many countries, so the question is no 
longer whether or not pharmacoeconomics is here to 
stay. But challenges remain mainly related to 
methodological issues. In contrast, I believe the jury is 
still out on HRQL and PRO research. A recent survey 
suggests that although clinicians recognize the 
importance of PRO's, limited experience and 
information is a barrier to the use of quality of life 
assessment in their own clinical practice [93]. 

The main challenges for pharmacoeconomics are:  

1. Establishing guidelines or standards of practice. 

2. Creating a cadre of trained producers and consumers 
of pharmacoeconomic work.  

3.  Continuing education on the relevant features of this 
discipline for practitioners, government officials, private 
sector executives.  

4. Stable funding to support applied pharmacoeconomic 
research [1, 94].  

5. Rise of non-communicable diseases, and growing 
patient expectations [95, 96]. 

Challenges in developing and implementing 
pharmacoeconomics guideline could be managed by 
involvement of all stakeholders. Some suggestions are 
as follow: 

2. Concentrate on both direct and indirect services to 
decrease the burden of ailments such as improving 
nutrition, decrease poverty, develop infrastructure for 
healthcare and living healthy and prevent transmission 
of diseases by treating patients and immunizing public.  

 3. Improve access to life-saving medicines and 
affordability of essential medicines. 

4. Consider healthcare as a basic necessity, individual 
right and responsibility. 

5. Include pharmacoeconomics principles in medical, 
pharmacy, nursing, public health and other healthcare 
professional education [13]. 

CONCLUSION  

In the era of healthcare innovations and rising medical 
costs, the pharmacoeconomics focuses on ‘value for 
money’; it evaluates the costs and effects of a 
pharmaceutical product.  Pharmacoeconomic acts as 
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socioeconomic too, it relates patients, society and 
economy to drug therapy, various pharmacoeconomics 
methods can be applied for effective formulary 
management, individual patient treatments, medication 
policy, determination and resource allocation. 
Economic, Clinical and Humanistic outcomes is 
considered and valued using pharmacoeconomic 
evaluation methods, to inform local decision making 
whenever possible. Bys understanding the principles, 
methods, and application of pharmacoeconomics, 
pharmacists will be prepared to make better, more-
informed decisions regarding the use of pharmaceutical 
products and services, that is, decisions that ultimately 
represent the best interests of the patient, the health 
care system, and society. Pharmacoeconomics can be 
applied to any therapeutic area like hospital pharmacy, 
using a variety of application strategies. As the 
healthcare sector is progressing day by day the need to 
develop Pharmacoeconomics area is must. Healthcare 
sector is not just a small area but it became an industry 
now. It has more dimensions to explore. Patients also 
get benefit out of Pharmacoeconomics findings. 
Pharmacoeconomics research should be strongly 
supported in a country like India where majority of 
health care spending is done by the patient’s 
themselves. 
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